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Abstract
Background: Patients with frailty get more and more attention in clinical practice. Yet, no large-scale studies have
explored the impact of frailty on the perioperative acute medical and surgical complications following TJA. what is
more, comorbid diseases may lead, at least additively, to the development of frailty. There also no studies to find the
possible interaction between comorbidity and frailty on the postoperative complications after TJA.
Methods: Discharge data of 2,029,843 patients who underwent TJA from 2005 to 2014 from the National Inpatient
Sample (NIS) database, which was analyzed using cross-tabulations and multivariate regression modeling. Frailty
was defined based on frailty-defining diagnosis clusters from frailty-defining diagnosis indicator of Johns Hopkins
Adjusted Clinical Groups.
Results: Among patients who underwent total joint replacement surgeries, 50,385 (2.5%) were identified as frail.
Frailty is highly associated with old age, especially for those over the age of 80, meanwhile females and black races
have a high Charlson comorbidity index (CCI) of ≥ 3, together with emergency/urgent admission and teaching hospital. While comorbidity is associated with greater odds of acute medical complications, and frailty has a better predictive effect on in-hospital deaths, acute surgical complications. Furthermore, frailty did not show an enhancement in
the predictive power of the Charlson comorbidity score for postoperative complications or in-hospital deaths but
postoperative LOS and hospitalization costs.
Conclusion: Frailty can be used to independently predicted postoperative surgical and medical complications,
which also has a synergistic interaction with comorbidity for patients who are preparing to undergo TJA.
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Introduction
Total joint arthroplasty (TJA) continues being one of
the most successful surgeries performed in orthopedic
departments [1]. As the average lifespan increases, the
need for joint replacement is growing in orthopedics,
especially among older adults. The demand for total hip
arthroplasty is more than 1 million every year worldwide,
and projected to double by 2032, and total knee arthroplasty is expected to increase by 673%, to 3.48 million
procedures performed annually by 2030 in the United
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States, with situations similarly in many countries: Netherlands (297%, 2005–2030), Sweden (163%, 2013–2030),
Italy (45%, 2017–2050), the UK( 916%, 2015–2035), Australia, (276%, 2013–2030), Korea (407%, 2001–2010) and
Japan (373%, 2007–2014) [2–9].
Frailty, a preventable geriatric syndrome, means a
non-specific state of decreased ability to respond to
acute stress and an increased vulnerability to stressors
resulting from an organism’s decline in physiological
reserves [10]. Frailty has been recognized as a predictor for adverse events among patients undergoing nonorthopedic surgeries [11–13]. The surgeons also have
an increased awareness of frailty. While there are many
existing instruments such as clinical frailty scales, FRAIL
questionnaire or modified frailty index (mFI) [14, 15].
In this study, frailty was defined by the frailty-defining
diagnosis indicator of Johns Hopkins Adjusted Clinical
Groups (ACG). There are numerous definitions of frailty.
one definition was widely accepted based on the study of
Fried et al., which was measured by 5 physical indicators:
activity level, gait speed, handgrip strength, involuntary
weight loss, and level of exhaustion [16]. However, compared with those numerous definitions of frailty, ACG
frailty-defining diagnosis indicator is a more comprehensive definition of frailty, which describes frailty as 70 possible clinical deficits. To adapt to these definitions, ACG
frailty-defining diagnosis indicator has been further created through adapting based on the International Classification of Disease, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) by converting
10 clusters of frailty-defining diagnoses into corresponding ICD-9 codes [17].
However, the extent to which frailty impacts perioperative surgical and acute medical complications in TJA
has been explored in relatively few large-scale studies
[18–20]. In the review of Lemos et al., it was pointed out
that some studies have shown that preoperatively frail
patients were closely related to perioperative complications and mortality after joint replacement [21]. However, the sample size in the existing studies is far smaler
than the sample size of this experiment [22–24]. What
is more, in this study, postoperative outcomes were first
divided into surgical and acute medical complications.
This general classification of the adverse outcomes can
help clinicians to conduct appropriate discussions about
treatment plans with patients so that they can be used
in preoperative counseling before obtaining an informed
consent to support surgical decision-making. To be specific, if frail patients are highly associated with postoperative acute medical complications, it means that patients
may need to be admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU)
department for further treatment after surgeries. On the
other hand, if frail patients are highly associated with
postoperative surgical complications, clinicians can be
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reminded to pay attention during the surgery process like
not perforating or lacerating the blood vessels, nerves
or organs, and strict aseptic techniques should be used.
Comorbidity is defined as the concurrent presence of
two or more medically diagnosed diseases in the same
individual, in which an index disease occurs first. Frail
patients often have comorbidities, what is more, comorbid diseases may lead, at least additively, to the development of frailty [13]. Wong et al. reported that among
community-dwelling seniors who were frail, 82% had
comorbidities [13]. Carrie et al. also found that there was
significant interaction between frailty and comorbidities,
synergistically increasing the odds of acute medical complications in head and neck cancer (HNCA) surgeries
[11]. Although a close relationship exists between frailty
and comorbidities, there are no large-scale studies differentiating the effect of frailty and comorbidities on perioperative surgical or medical complications among patients
who undergo TJA. Therefore, surgeons or anesthesiologists can assess the preoperative risks of patients more
comprehensively, such as considering whether the frailty
assessment options should be added to the physical status classes of The American Society of Anaesthesiologists
(ASA), which is also taken as a comorbidity index. Due
to the different prevention strategies and treatments for
patients with frailty and comorbidities, a preoperative
medical evaluation of frailty is also of great importance
for older patients who undergo joint replacement today
[25].
The purpose of this study was to investigate effects of
frailty on the perioperative outcomes of joint replacement, and to further investigate the interaction between
frailty and comorbidities. We hypothesized that frailty
would have a significant influence on both surgical and
medical complications of TJA. Additionally, the integration of frailty and comorbidities would be significant for
joint replacement surgeries.

Methods
Data source

The National (Nationwide) Inpatient Sample (NIS) database was used to identify the information of patients who
underwent total joint replacement performed from 2005
to 2014 based on the procedure codes of International
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM).
Data collection
Participant

The inclusion criteria were patients aged 18 years or older
who underwent TJA, who were identified according to
ICD-9-CM procedural codes of TJA (81.51 and 81.54).
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Definition of frailty

The definition of frailty was based on 10 sets of frailtydefined diagnoses including the Hopkins Adjusted Clinical Groups (ACG) frailty indicator (a binary variable),
and the ICD-9 codes assigned at the time of admission
was used (Supplemental Table 1). Frailty-defined diagnoses were different from the diagnosis of comorbidities.
Except for dementia, the ICD-9 code 290.0–290.3 defining dementia among the frailty indexes were also part of
the definition of dementia in the comorbidity code, but it
only accounted for 1.5% of the cases of dementia defined
by the comorbidities.
Data collection

Data of participants defined above were collected from
NIS database from 2005 to 2014. Patients with frailty
also defined by ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes as above. We
graded comorbidities using the Charlson comorbidity
index (CCI), through which the number of pre-existing
conditions and their severity were incorporated. In this
index, each condition was assigned a score depending
on the risk of death associated with that condition [26,
27]. Postoperative complications were divided into medical and surgical complications. Medical complications
included acute cardiac events, severe pulmonary edema,
acute renal failure, acute hepatic failure, acute cerebrovascular events, sepsis, pneumonia and urinary tract
infections. Surgical complications included postoperative
infections; non-healing surgical wounds; accidental perforation or laceration of a blood vessel, nerve or organ;
a mechanical complication of prosthetic joints; and deep
vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolism (DVT/PE) (Supplemental Table 2). All complications had occurred in the
hospital and were assigned a corresponding code before
discharge.
Statistical analysis

In this cross-sectional analysis, the analytic cohort consisted of patients with a diagnosis of TJA. Significant differences between the frailty and non-frailty group were
determined by a Wilcoxon rank test on continuous data
and a chi-square test on categorical data. In addition, the
relationship between independent variables and frailty,
in-hospital deaths or postoperative complications was
analyzed through multivariate logistic regression analyses. Independent variables included age, sex, comorbidities, nature of admission (emergent/urgent, or others),
hospital bed size, hospital location (rural or urban) and
hospital teaching status. Frailty was also examined as an
independent variable in the multivariate logistic regression analyses in which the dependent variable was inhospital deaths or postoperative complications. Frailty
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was not examined as an independent variable in the
multivariate logistic regression analyses in which the
dependent variable was frailty itself [11]. Frailty was also
examined as an independent variable in linear regression
analyses of the length of stay (LOS) and hospital costs.
Generalized linear regression analyses of an increased
LOS and hospital costs were used to investigate the interaction between frailty and comorbidities. The non-significant interaction identified in some regression models
was removed from the model (Supplemental Fig. 1). Odd
ratios (ORs) and 95% of confidence intervals (CIs) were
reported for univariate and multivariate analyses.
Stata software, R version 3.5.3 (The R Foundation Inc)
was used for data analysis. A P value < 0.05 with OR and
95% CI was used to determine the statistical significance
of the independent variables.

Results
Characteristics of frail patients and independent risk
factors for frailty

Of the 2,029,843 patients in the NIS database who underwent hip and knee replacement from 2005 to 2014, there
were 50,385 patients with frailty (Table 1), the overall
incidence rate of which was 2.5%. The incidence rate
of patients with TJA over the age of 80 with frailty was
two to three times higher than that of non-frails. Most
preoperatively frail patients were white, female, with an
average age of 74, and were older than those who were
not frail. Patients with frailty accounted for 92.4% of
those with a CCI ≥ 3 points. The mortality rate among
patients with frailty was much higher than that among
non-frail patients. The cost of hospitalization was higher
for patients with frailty than that for non-frail patients
(Table 1). Further, in Table 2, multiple logistic regression
analyses show that patients with frailty were significantly
associated with being over the age of 80, black races,
female gender, a CCI ≥ 3, treatment in hospitals with
medium or large bed sizes, teaching hospitals and urban
hospitals. Frailty was associated with a decreased odd of
emergency/urgent admission and a CCI score of 2.
Differences between frailty and CCI in in‑hospital mortality
as well as medical and surgical complications after TJA

Multiple logistic regression analyses comparing the effect
of frailty and preoperative comorbidities on mortality,
medical and surgical complications are shown in Table 3.
After controlling for the effect of all variables, among
patients with frailty, being over the age of 80 (OR = 2.97,
95% CI 2.22–3.96, P < 0.0001), being in hospitals with a
medium (OR = 1.14, 95% CI 1.05–1.23, P = 0.0024) or
large bed size (OR = 1.21, 95% CI 1.12–1.30, P < 0.0001)
and being in teaching hospitals (OR = 1.13, 95% CI 1.07–
1.19, P < 0.0001) were independent factors significantly
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associated with an increased risk of in-hospital deaths;
however, female gender (OR = 0.58, 95% CI 0.55–0.61,
P < 0.0001), emergency/urgent admission (OR = 0.11,
95% CI 0.11–0.12, P < 0.0001) and urban hospital location (OR = 0.91, 95% CI 0.85–0.98, P = 0.0129) were
significantly associated with decreased odds of mortality. Further, the comorbidity score was not significantly
associated with in-hospital deaths. The odds of postoperative surgical complications were significantly higher in
hospitals with a medium (OR = 1.14, 95% CI 1.05–1.23,
P = 0.0024) or large bed size (OR = 1.21, 95% CI 1.12–
1.30, P < 0.0001), urban hospital locations (OR = 1.63,
95% CI 1.25–2.12, P = 0.0003) and patients with frailty
(OR = 4.44, 95% CI 1.61–12.24, P = 0.0040), whereas
older ages (OR = 0.05, 95% CI 0.04–0.07, P < 0.0001),
female gender (OR = 0.57, 95% CI 1.02–6.63, P = 0.0452)
and emergency/urgent admission (OR = 0.19, 95% CI
0.17–0.22, P < 0.0001) were associated with lower odds
of acute surgical complications. The comorbidity score
was not significantly associated with surgical complications. Acute medical complications were significantly
associated with older ages (OR = 4.15, 95% CI 3.87–4.46,
P < 0.0001), medium (OR = 1.19, 95% CI 1.17–1.21,
P < 0.0001), or large-volume hospital care (OR = 1.22, 95%
CI 1.22–1.24, P < 0.0001), urban hospital location, teaching hospitals (OR = 1.04, 95% CI 1.02–1.06, P < 0.0001),
frailty (OR = 2.00, 95% CI 1.81–1.90, P < 0.0001) and
comorbidities (OR = 3.09, 95% CI 1.59–2.22, P < 0.0001).
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The odds of postoperative medical complications were
lower among female patients (OR = 0.79, 95% CI 0.79–
0.80, < 0.0001) and those with an emergency/urgent
admission (OR = 0.34, 95% CI 0.34–0.34, P < 0.0001).
Frailty was associated with lower odds of acute medical
complications than that for comorbidities.
Compared with comorbidities, the correlation between
frailty and hospital mortality or surgical complications
had a greater significance (Fig. 1a and c). In contrast, fragility was less relevant for medical complications than it
was for comorbidities (Fig. 1b). The interaction between
frailty and comorbidities was not substantial regarding
mortality and internal or surgical complications.
Interaction of frailty and CCI on LOS and the cost
of hospitalization after TJA

A linear multiple regression analysis of the independent
variables associated with hospitalization time or costs
is shown in Table 4. The result shows that for patients
who were older than 80, female gender, being in hospitals with a large bed size, being in teaching hospitals
and urban hospital locations were significantly associated with a longer hospitalization time. The interaction between frailty and comorbidities was significant
for the length of hospital stay (Fig. 2a). Hospital costs
were significantly associated with medium and large
bed sizes and urban locations. The interaction between
frailty and comorbidities was significant for the cost

Fig.1 a Differences of the Charlson Comorbidity Index and the Frailty on surgical complications of Total Joint Replacement from 2005 to 2014.
b Differences of the Charlson Comorbidity Index and the Frailty on medical complications of Total Joint Replacement from 2005 to 2014. c.
Differences of the Charlson Comorbidity Index and the Frailty on the in-hospital death of Total Joint Replacement from 2005 to 2014
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Table 1 Patient Characteristics with frail and Outcomes After THA (2005–2014)
Parameter

Non-Frail

Total(n = count)

1,979,458

Age (mean ± standard deviation, yrs.)

67.14 ± 0.03

74.31 ± 0.28

  
≤ 40

1.4%

0.82%

Total incidence

Age group (years)

Frail

P Value

50,385

-

2.5%

40–64

39.3%

20.3%

65–80

45.7%

42.6%

  
≥ 80

13.6%

36.28%

Male

38.5%

33.6%

Female

61.5%

66.4%

71%

74.6%

Sex

Black
Hispanic

< 0.0001
5.8%

5.7%

3.9%

3.9%

Asian or Pacific Islander

1%

1.1%

Native American

0.4%

0.36%

Other

1.8%

1.6%

Emergency/Urgent

14.7%

45%

Elective

85.1%

54.8%

0.93%

4.5%

Nature of admission

< 0.0001

Comorbidity
0

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

Race
White

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

1

4.4%

1.7%

2

14.8%

5.4%

≥3

79.8%

92.5%

Medical complications
Acute cardiac event

4.1%

12.8%

< 0.0001

Acute pulmonary edema/failure

0.57%

4.3%

< 0.0001

Acute cerebrovascular event

0.1%

0.3%

< 0.0001

Acute renal failure

2.2%

9.0%

< 0.0001

Acute hepatic failure

0.03%

0.3%

< 0.0001

Pneumonia

0.9%

5.4%

< 0.0001

Urinary tract infection

0.4%

0.6%

< 0.0001

Surgical complications
Postoperative infection
Accidental perforation or laceration of blood vessel, nerve, or
organ

0.1%

0.2%

< 0.0001

0.1%

0.1%

< 0.0001

mechanical complication of prosthetic joint

0.6%

1.9%

< 0.0001

DVT/PEa

0.7%

1.7%

< 0.0001

Average cost of hospitalization

49,402$(47,731,47,831)

69,113$

< 0.0001

Death rate

0.3%

2.4%

< 0.0001

a

DVT/PE Deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolism

of hospitalization (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, frailty was a
good predictor for the increased LOS and hospitalization costs (Supplemental Table 3).

Discussion
This study show that frailty is an independent risk factor
for postoperative acute medical and surgical complications, while comorbidities only act as an independent risk
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Table 2 Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis of Variables
Significantly Associated with Frailty
Variable

ORa

Age group ≥ 80 years

1.922

[1.88001–1.96560]

< 0.0001

Female

1.0407

[1.01964–1.06216]

0.00013

Black race

1.1063

[1.06376–1.15062]

< 0.0001

Emergency/urgent admission
Charlson comorbidity index 2

0.2965
0.8129

95% CIb

[0.29026–0.30295]
[0.70114–0.94254]

P Value

P Value

In-hospital death
[2.22332,3.9688]

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

0.58008

[0.55220–0.6094]

< 0.0001

0.00607

Emergency/urgent admission

0.11309

[0.10627–0.1203]

< 0.0001

Medium bed size

1.13505

[1.04606–1.2316]

0.00236

Large bed size

1.20576

[1.11979–1.2983]

< 0.0001

Teaching hospital

1.12946

[1.07281–1.1891]

< 0.0001

Urban hospital location

0.91320

[0.85014–0.9809]

0.01288

Frail

5.09046

[3.9917–6.44707]

< 0.0001

Charlson comorbidity
index = 1

1.16483

[0.1909–7.10789]

0.86867

1.01096

[0.1607–6.35993]

0.99073

Charlson comorbidity
index ≥ 3

1.88958

[0.3041–11.74262]

0.49478

40 to 64 years

0.17026

[0.13909–0.20842]

< 0.0001

65 to 80 years

0.07460

[0.05996–0.09281]

< 0.0001

  > 80 years

0.05248

[0.04036–0.06826]

< 0.0001

Female

0.57444

[0.50722–0.65057]

< 0.0001

Emergency/urgent admission

0.19200

[0.16757–0.21999]

< 0.0001

Medium bed size

1.13505

[1.04606–1.2316]

0.00236

Large bed size

1.20576

[1.11979–1.2983]

< 0.0001

Teaching hospital

2.11839

[1.85358–2.42104]

< 0.0001

Urban hospital location

1.63107

[1.25291–2.12337]

0.00028

Frail

4.43661

[1.60858–12.23655]

0.00400

Charlson comorbidity
index = 1

0.37590

[0.03719–3.79894]

0.40707

0.34613

[0.03080–3.88964]

0.39004

Charlson comorbidity
index ≥ 3

0.76419

[0.07303–7.99691]

0.82237

40 to 64 years

1.64373

[1.53057–1.76525]

< 0.0001

65 to 80 years

2.09409

[1.95107–2.24759]

< 0.0001

  > 80 years

4.15499

[3.86966–4.46135]

< 0.0001

Female

0.79571

[0.78688–0.80465]

< 0.0001

Emergency/urgent admission

0.33972

[0.33555–0.34393]

< 0.0001

Medium bed size

1.18791

[1.16748–1.20869]

< 0.0001

Large bed size

1.22394

[1.20499–1.24318]

< 0.0001

Teaching hospital

1.14781

[1.13486–1.16091]

< 0.0001

Urban hospital location

1.04192

[1.02415–1.06001]

< 0.0001

Frail

2.00216

[1.81372–1.90562]

< 0.0001

Charlson comorbidity
index = 1

3.09695

[1.58599–2.21624]

< 0.0001

4.79525

[2.46746,3.43978]

< 0.0001

Charlson comorbidity
index ≥ 3

18.30816

[9.44622, 13.15078]

< 0.0001

Medium bed size

1.3109

[1.27074–1.35230]

< 0.0001

Large bed size

1.2832

[1.24731–1.32016]

< 0.0001

Teaching hospital

1.1

[1.04748–1.09068]

< 0.0001

Urban hospital location

1.1

[1.05354–1.12313]

< 0.0001

CI Confidence Interval

95% CIb

2.97051

< 0.0001

b

ORa

Female

[1.40687–1.87263]

OR Odds Ratio

Variable

Age group ≥ 80 years

Charlson comorbidity index ≥ 3 1.6231

a

Table 3 Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis of Variables
Significantly Associated with Risk of In-Hospital Death and
Postoperative Complications

factor for acute medical diseases. What is more, despite
the close association between comorbidities and frailty,
comorbidities still did not show a significant interaction
with frailty in postoperative acute medical complications
of the patients undergoing TJA, which is not consistent
with study hypotheses. Differently, as expected, frailty
and comorbidities interacted significantly with respect to
length of stay and hospital costs.
In this study, the frailty rate of joint replacement
was only 2.5%, which was consistent with the results
of McIsaac et al. However, the incidence rate was also
far lower than that for other surgical operations, which
ranged from 8–28%, possibly because the high rates of
frailty comprised only older adults [11].
It was found in our study that frailty was significantly
associated with advanced comorbidities (CCI ≥ 3),
which reflects that among patients undergoing TJA,
those who are frail before surgeries are easily combined
with comorbidities, which may also be related to the
comorbidities as a major cause of frailty. We further
found the interaction between frailty and comorbidities
not significant, suggesting that comorbidities did not
affect the state of frailty during the short-term perioperative period. This means that in the preoperative
assessment of patients who are frail before surgeries,
there is no need to be afraid whether the comorbidities
may increase the risk of postoperative frailty in-hospital deaths or postoperative surgical complications. This
paper shows that frailty does not affect the impact of
comorbidities on the perioperative period of TJA as it
does on HNCA surgeries [11]. It may be because that
patients with cancers are of poorer health than those
with TJA, and the interaction between frailty and preoperative comorbidities is more likely to be amplified
in such surgeries. Although the interaction between

Charlson comorbidity
index = 2

Surgical complications

Charlson comorbidity
index = 2
Medical complications

Charlson comorbidity
index = 2

a

OR Odds Ratio

b

CI Confidence Interval
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Table 4 Generalized Linear Regression Analysis of Length of Stay
and Hospital Costs
Variable

ORa

95% CIb

P Value

Length of stay (days)
40 to 64 years

-0.17228

[-0.20180– -0.14275] < 0.0001

65 to 80 years

-0.07707

[-0.10659– -0.04755] < 0.0001

  > 80 years

0.45668

[0.42602–0.48733]

Female

-1.95904

[-1.96905– -1.94903] < 0.0001

< 0.0001

Emergency/urgent
admission

0.03105

[0.02409–0.03801]

< 0.0001

Medium bed size

0.10855

[0.09828–0.11881]

< 0.0001

Large bed size

0.22233

[0.21324–0.23142]

< 0.0001

Teaching hospital

0.12199

[0.11495–0.12904]

< 0.0001

Urban hospital location

0.00993

[-0.00096–0.02082]

< 0.0001

Non-Frail, CCIc = 1

0.18586

[0.11042–0.26129

< 0.0001

Non-Frail, CCI = 2

0.24974

[0.17365–0.32584]

< 0.0001

Non-Frail, CCI ≥ 3

0.44118

[0.36514– 0.51723] < 0.0001

Frail, CCI = 0

1.53533

[1.09748–1.97318]

< 0.0001

Frail, CCI = 1

0.57325

[0.38423–0.76227]

< 0.0001

Frail, CCI = 2

0.58512

[0.46956–0.70068]

< 0.0001

Frail, CCI ≥ 3

1.31211

[1.23151–1.39271]

< 0.0001

40 to 64 years

$-5122.97

[-5509.2– -4736.8]

< 0.0001

65 to 80 years

$-6494.01

[-6880.1– -6107.9]

< 0.0001

  > 80 years

$-6415.72

[-6816.7– -6014.7]

< 0.0001

Female

$-7194.00

[-7325.0– -7063.0]

< 0.0001

Emergency/urgent
admission

$-1626.37

[-1717.7– -1535.0]

< 0.0001

Medium bed size

$2816.81

[2681.8–2951.8]

< 0.0001

Large bed size

$3434.61

[3315.5–3553.7]

< 0.0001

Teaching hospital

$-1701.21

[-1793.7–-1608.7]

< 0.0001

Urban hospital location

$11,664.11

[11522.2–11,806.0] < 0.0001

Non-Frail, CCI = 1

Cost of hospitalization (Dollars)

$3151.7

[1899.9–4403.4]

< 0.0001

Non = Frail, CCI = 2

$3630.6

[2367.9–4893.4]

< 0.0001

Non-Frail, CCI ≥ 3

$5443.3

[4181.4–6705.2]

< 0.0001

Frail, CCI = 0

$26,426.7

[19202.9–33,650.6] < 0.0001

Frail, CCI = 1

$13,345.7

[10213.9–16,477.5] < 0.0001

Frail, CCI = 2

$13,885.7

[11966.2–15,805.1] < 0.0001

Frail, CCI ≥ 3

$16,748.2

[15409.8–18,086.6] < 0.0001

CCI Charlson comorbidity index
a

OR Odds Ratio

b

CI: Confidence Interval

comorbidities and frailty in TJA is not yet obvious in
the perioperative period, further studies are needed for
the long-term postoperative complications.
There was a synergistic interaction between frailty and
comorbidities on the length of stay and hospitalization
costs. Generally speaking, the costs and LOS of a nonfrail patient are far less than that of those with frailty
(Fig. 2a and b). Interestingly, the combined predictor,

frailty and CCI = 0 had a greater influence on the length
of stay and hospitalization costs than the other predictor,
which was CCI ≠ 0, suggesting that for people without
comorbidities, frailty was easy to be neglected by doctors, which would make patients cost more in hospital.
What is more, previous studies did not include such
large-scale data, and their instruments for frailty measurement were not ACG frailty-defining diagnosis
indicator, meanwhile a definition of frail led to more
comprehensive diagnoses in this study, which might also
be a reason for the large amount of data extracted.
This study has some limitations due to the limitations
of the NIS database. First of all, as in any large database,
there may be discrepancies or misclassification in coding
and documentation that lead to an erroneous estimation
of frailty. Secondly, because the long-term complications
or re-admission indicators were not included in the database, the delayed onset in some cases of frailty or postoperative complications might also result in statistical
deviations since the NIS database could only be used to
record complications during hospitalization. In addition,
the period of data we could choose to observe was limited by the ICD-9-CM system, which was used to adapt
for ACG frailty-defining diagnosis indicator. Moreover,
the specific mechanism of the effect of frailty on postoperative complications associated with TJA required
further investigation. Frailty was not stratified according
to different severities such as the Clinical Frailty Scale
because of the limitations of the database.
Nevertheless, this study demonstrates the importance of frailty in joint replacement surgeries. Frailty and
comorbidities are often present in patients concurrently;
however, frailty is independent of comorbidities, which
has an impact on the postoperative complications associated with joint replacement. From the perspective of the
synergistic interaction between frailty and comorbidities
on hospitalization costs and the length of stay, frailty is a
factor that requires consideration for joint replacement.
When doctors understand the contribution and interaction of frailty and comorbidities, they can optimize
the patient’s status before or during surgeres. Regarding patients with multiple comorbidities, doctors should
consider multi-drug therapies to prevent acute medical
complications or balance the advantages and disadvantages of the risks caused by comorbidities as well as the
benefits after TJA [28, 29].
what is more, family support and physical assistance
are also essential for managing comorbidities. Consideration and management of comorbidities before TJA may
prevent some comorbidities from becoming unstable,
which could further prevent the occurrence of the acute
medical complications following TJA.
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Fig. 2 a comparing with the combined indictor (Non-frail, CCI = 0), the increased days of LOS of patients undergoing TJA. b comparing with the
combined indictor (Non-frail, CCI = 0), the increased days of LOS of patients undergoing TJA

In this study, frailty had shown a significant impact on
perioperative medical and surgical complications and
mortality in the joint replacement population. If frailty
can be optimization, the incidence of perioperative complications or the death rate may can be reduced following TJA. Here are some suggestions to help relieve frailty.
According to many studies, exercise is an essential part
of the treatment for frailty [30–33]. Since sedentary lifestyles increased odds of developing frailty, frailty people
are recommended to achieve moderate-intensity aerobic
exercise more than 150 min/week, such as walking [30,
32]. If the frail patient has difficulty walking due to arthritis, some light houseworks such as doing laundry may
also be considered [32]. During the perioperative period,
progressive strength training before surgery has been
deemed the key exercise for patients with frailty [34]. In
addition, for preoperative optimization of frailty, guidelines issued by Centre for Perioperative Care (CPOC)
in collaboration with the British Society of Geriatrics in
recent years suggest perioperative preventive management of frail patients requiring elective and emergency
surgery [35]. This guideline highlights the importance of
multidisciplinary collaboration between surgeons, anesthesiologists, and geriatricians to optimize coexisting
medical conditions, medications, physical activity, and
geriatric syndromes such as malnutrition, sarcopenia and
cognitive impairment. This guideline recommendation is
already applied in some units in the UK. Specifically, for
sarcopenia, preoperative progressive strength training is
considered a key exercise in frail patients [34]. For malnutrition, it can be alleviated by nutritional conditioning with targeted protein or carbohydrate loads [36]. For
cognitive impairment, patients receiving TJA have been
reported to be at high risk for postoperative delirium
(POD). To reduce the chance of POD, close attention to

intraoperative control of blood pressure, depth of anaesthesia, and temperature should be performed [37]. The
above guidelines further mention that management of
frail patients before and during surgery. it is possible to
consider changing the order of surgical patients before
surgery to reduce the hunger time of frail patients. In
addition, normal body temperature should be maintained
in frail patients during surgery—frail patients may have
impaired thermoregulation. Invasive temperature monitoring can be considered if necessary. Also, due to sarcopenia and possibly a higher percentage of adipose tissue
in frail patients, these would allow lipophilic drugs to
have a larger volume of distribution and possibly longer
duration of action, while hydrophilic drugs would have a
higher peak plasma concentration. Therefore, the dose of
anesthetics should be reconsidered.

Conclusion
For patients with frailty before TJA, clinicians need to
pay special attention to them and prevent the occurrence of acute medical complications in the perioperative period after surgeries. if necessary, frail patients
after TJA should be sent to the ICU Department to
strengthen management of acute medical complications. Frail patients also have perioperative surgical
complications in the perioperative period, such as neurovascular injuries. What is more, compared with CCI,
frailty has a greater influence on surgical complications,
which might be the factor to increase the in-hospital
death rate among patients with frailty who undergo
TJA. So, patients with frailty need to be paid more
attention to in the surgery process of TJA to prevent
surgical complications and in-hospital deaths. Interestingly, many related studies have shown that frailty
and preoperative comorbidities are closely related, yet
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frailty and preoperative comorbidity-related indicators (CCI) in this study were not shown with a significant interaction in medical medicines, which made it
questionable whether preoperative comorbidities or
frailty should be taken as an overall evaluation index.
More studies should be made to judge the interaction
between comorbidities and frailty for TJA in the future.
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